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Saturday’s, May 30-October 24, 2015
8am-2pm
For more information contact
Chris Bush at 315-783-8642
Tuesday’s, June - October
noon-6:00 pm
For more information please call
Gary & Rosita Mavis at 348-5167
Thursday’s: June - October
Noon-4 p.m.
Contact: Tina Schell (315-376-5087)

June 4, July 2 & August 6, 2015 – Lowville Methodist Church, 5-7pm
June 11, July 9, & August 13, 2015 – Lowville Trinity Episcopal Church, 5-7pm
June 18, July 16 & August 20, 2015 - Lowville First Presbyterian Church, 5:30-7:30pm
June 18, July 16 & August 20, 2015 – Copenhagen Grace Episcopal Church, 5-7 pm

For additional information visit http:/lewiscountyfair.org
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May in Northern New York means farmers’ markets are opening for business. The tremendous bounty of local
farms will soon be available for yet another season. This year, visit a local farmers’ market at least once a week
to stretch your food budget and enjoy the quality and variety that a locally grown offers. This might also be the
year to join a CSA (Community Supported Agriculture) and get a share of a local farms harvest.
CSA’s are growing nationwide and are a partnership between you, as a consumer, and the farm that grows the
food. You are basically paying up front for a “share” of that farm’s production. You get a box or bag weekly
throughout the growing season with whatever is in season at the time the shares are put together. By signing
up for a share the producer knows what and how much to grow. Farms also get needed money up front to help
finance their operations. You get an abundance of local products
fresh from the field at a fair price with excellent quality. Everyone
wins and should there be a disaster or crop failure everyone
shares the risk inherent in agriculture.
Usually CSA shares run with a mix of produce although meat may
be included. Exclusively meat shares exist as well, however.
Check out the new 2015 Local Food Guide for Lewis County. In it
you will find listings of CSA’s operating in the county that fit your
needs and your budget. Another option is to approach a farm stand near you and inquire about purchasing a
CSA share on a trial basis. That way you get a feel for how it works. Or, ask the vendors at the farmers’ market
you attend if they would be interested in running a CSA from their market stand every week for you and some
of your friends. CSA’s work under many structures so the possibilities are endless and everyone can win with a
CSA.
With extreme drought in California and its effect on food pricing now may be the year to check out a CSA and
buy local. It’s also a good time to place orders ahead for larger volumes of products you may want to preserve
by canning or freezing. By getting your order in early you give the farmers adequate time to plan to your needs.
Proactive is always better than reactive. For more information about CSA’s or buying local please contact
Mellissa Spence at 315-376-5270 or by email at mms427@cornell.edu. Grow Local, Buy Local and now CSA
Local for fresher food for you and your family.
Source: Steve Ledoux, CCE Jefferson County

WhAT’S IN SEASON?
Some delicious fruits and vegetables have come into
season for May. Some of our favorites include apricots,
blackberries, blueberries, cherries, lemons, limes,
peaches, plums, raspberries, rhubarb, artichoke,
asparagus, corn, fennel, green beans, fava beans, snow
peas and Vidalia onions.
What's in Season for June? It’s time to celebrate
summer! In June, we can enjoy apricots, beans, chard,
cherries, kale, lettuce, mangoes, onions, papayas, peas,
radishes, raspberries, rhubarb, strawberries, spinach
and zucchini.
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You've picked a perfect mix of produce from your local NY farmers market, what's next? Follow these tips for
making the most of your market purchases!

Full Steam Ahead! According to the American Heart Association, steaming vegetables is a healthy choice in
meal preparation. If you choose to add oils, make sure they are low in saturated fats.

Sharing is Not Always Caring…when it comes to sharing utensils and surfaces between different foods!
Before preparing fruits and vegetables clean all surfaces and utensils after cutting raw meat, poultry, or
seafood.

Don’t Always Peel Your Vegetables. Most vegetables contain fiber in their peel or skin. For example, a
baked potato with the skin left on has twice the amount of fiber as a peeled potato. In fact, cooking potatoes
with the skin still on allows them to absorb more nutrients, even if you peel them after!

Plan to Can. Canning food is a great way to enjoy your favorite fresh produce throughout the year. If you are
going to can fruits and vegetables, it is recommended to do so within 6-12 hours after purchase. This will
preserve freshness and nutritional value. For more information on how to can, visit the USDA’s canning guide
or contact CCE of Lewis County.

Proper Storage 101
Not all fresh food belongs in the refrigerator! Follow this chart as a guideline for optimal taste and shelf life.
Room Temperature
Best in the Fridge
Basil
Apples
Tomatoes
Berries
Potatoes
Cucumbers
Sweet Potatoes
Celery
Most Root Vegetables
Carrots
Onions, Shallots
Broccoli
Garlic
Leafy Greens
(Lettuce, Kale, Collard Greens)

Mushrooms need breathing room! Never store mushrooms in an airtight container as they can grow
harmful bacteria; instead, perforate a plastic bag or purchase ventilated bags. In fact, most fruits and
vegetables keep best in a perforated plastic bag.

The hype about ripe. When picked, fruit either continues to ripen afterwards or all growth is halted. The
ripening process can be continued post-pick with tomatoes and apples: Place in a closed brown paper bag to
promote ripening (thanks to natural gases emitted). Unfortunately, berries and grapes do not continue to grow.

Handle (and clean) with Care: Ready-to-Eat Produce in 4 Steps
Follow these steps to minimize your risk of a food-borne illness.
1. Before washing produce, wash your hands! Use warm water and soap and do the “doctor wash”: Lightly
scrub your fingernails on the opposite palm, and repeat on the other side, for at least 20 seconds total.
2. Make sure your kitchen is clean: Used cutting boards, old sponges, dirty utensils or plates, and cluttered
counters are all possible contamination sources. Scrub down your sink, too.
3. Wash the produce directly under the faucet with cool water. If you have a spray nozzle, use this instead.
Vigorously rub the produce with your hands or use a scrub brush. If using a brush, be sure it is clean!
Experts suggest that produce wash products do not improve the cleaning process.
4. If you pre-cut or peel your produce, it must be stored in the refrigerator or frozen. Some fruits and
vegetables (see above) can be stored in a clean bowl out in the open. If you refrigerate your produce,
ensure it's kept at 40 degrees or below (FDA recommendation).
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*Tip of the Month: Spring flavor begins with rhubarb!
Rhubarb is one of the first vegetables to arrive at the farmers market in the Spring. It's leaves can make you ill,
but the stalks are a delicious tart flavor. Just by removing the leaves and using only the stalk, whether red or
green, rhubarb makes a delicious sauce as a side dish or a great dessert. Below are a few recipes to try with
rhubarb!

Featured Ingredients: Rhubarb, Strawberries
Cake Ingredients:
1 1/2 cup Sugar
3/4 cup butter
3 eggs
1 1/2 teaspoon vanilla extract
3 cup all-purpose flour
2 teaspoon baking powder
1 teaspoon baking soda
1 cup sour cream
3 cup chopped fresh rhubarb
1 cup strawberries, sliced thin

Crumb Topping Ingredients:
1/2 cup firmly packed brown sugar
1/4 cup all-purpose flour
1 teaspoon ground cinnamon
1/4 cup cold butter

Heat oven to 3500 F. Combine sugar and
3/4 cup butter in large bowl. Beat at medium speed,
scraping bowl often, until well mixed. Add eggs
and vanilla; continue beating until creamy.
Combine 2 3/4 cup flour, baking powder, baking soda and salt in another medium bowl. Add to butter
mixture alternately with sour cream, mixing well after each addition. Toss together rhubarb,
strawberries and remaining 1/4 cup flour in same medium bowl; gently stir into batter. Spread evenly
into greased 13" by 9" baking pan.
Combine brown sugar, 1/4 cup flour and cinnamon in small bowl, cut in 1/4 cup butter until mixture
resembles coarse crumbs. Sprinkle evenly over batter. Bake for 45 - 55 minutes.

Featured Ingredients: Rhubarb
4 cups rhubarb, cut up
1 cup sugar
1 3oz. package cherry jello
1 white or yellow cake mix
2 cups cold water
Layer ingredients in cake pan in order given. Pour water over the top and bake at 350 0F for 30 - 35
minutes. When ready to serve, top with whipped cream.
Source: http://www.snaptomarket.com
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May is the month for planting seeds and setting out transplants for most of your vegetable and flower crops. If
you live at higher elevations where late May frosts are common, I suggest you wait until the first week of June
at least to set out or plant the most sensitive crops, such as tomatoes, peppers, eggplant, corn, basil, beans,
cucumbers, melons, and all of the summer or winter squash.
If you want to try planting any of these a littl e earlier, just keep some protection close at hand so you can
easily cover them up if frost is in the forecast. But even if it’s not cold enough to kill them, those warm season
crops will just sit and languish until warm temperatures arrive, so you really don’t gain much by rushing to
plant.
But early May is the perfect time to plant the cool season crops such as lettuce, spinach, carrots, beets,
broccoli, onions, etc. Here are some tips to help you be
successful:
Allow plenty of room!
I am one of the worst offenders of this. It is really hard
to remember just how large the various vegetables (and
flowering plants too) become. Crowding forces the
plants to compete for food, sun, and water, and the
dense foliage can promote leaf diseases. But there is a happy medium there. Try to space your plants so the
leaves just touch each other when mature. In that way the leaves will shade the ground to inhibit weeds,
without being crammed.
I like to plant lettuce, parsley, cilantro, carrots, beets, most of the smaller sized crops, into wide rows. Rather
than scattering the seeds across a wide area, I plant in 3-4 mini-rows to make up one wide row, with an aisle in
between. The picture above is a large scale example of the general idea. Foot traffic occurs only in the aisles to
reduce compaction.
In a raised bed where you try not to step at all you can set all your rows close together. The key is to make
them close, but not too close! Good luck with that.
To help me be realistic about spacing, I sometimes make a
simple jig out of a scrap of wood or a bamboo stake. I use a
marker to mark off the various spacings I plan to use that
year. I use a hoe or trowel to mark out the row, then lay the
jig alongside the row. If I’m planting beans that want to be 2”
apart, this jig really helps me be realistic. If I’m transplanting
lettuce or pepper seedlings, it can help with that, too.
Lettuce and spinach come up very quickly from seed but
parsley takes much longer. The easiest way I’ve found to grow
parsley is to use a 6-pack cell container from the previous
year. Wash it well and fill it with fresh potting mix. I sprinkle
5-6 parsley seeds per cell and let them all grow, just on my windowsill since it won’t be for long. Once they are
about 2” tall I set them in the ground by sliding out the whole clump, and planting these clumps rather than
individual plants. Leave 12” between each clump and clip off leaves as you need them throughout the
summer. They may burn out in a hot, dry spell but since they are so cold hardy you can start a second batch
for a late summer planting that will flourish well into the fall.
Source: Amy Ivy, Extension Vegetable Specialist, Eastern New York
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Growing garlic in the Northeast is a most satisfying yet challenging and enjoyable edible crop to cultivate. In
the Northeast, hard neck garlic is the type to plant because of our wetter climate (relative to most of the west
coast). One popular type grown in the here is called 'Music' or 'German White' but there are several other
varieties.
Since it is a nine month crop, care must be taken to amend the soil each year in addition to rotating the garlic
planting at least every three to four years.
After harvesting; usually in late June into early July when the stalks are
browned about 40 percent is the time to nurture your soil for the
October planting. We usually turn the soil over and plant the area with
buckwheat seeds (annual rye, sedge, etc. are other alternatives) and
allow it to grow through the summer until it begins to flower. Watering
is a good idea if the summer becomes droughty. Just as it begins to
flower is when you will want to plow it all under and allow the
buckwheat plants to compost themselves into your soil. At this same
time you may want to incorporate some aged manure and/or
composted matter into the soil.
In early October, rake off the area in preparation for planting your new garlic cloves. You can get your new
cloves from mail order sources or garlic festivals, so check online. Keep in mind that garlic cloves that were
grown in the Northeast will perform best in your garden.
Try different varietals and be sure to utilize the "garlic-scapes" in your food preparation. Drying your newly
harvested garlic is most important for a long season of usage.
Happy garlicking!
Source: http://westchester.cce.cornell.edu/resources/2015-horticultural-news July 2014
Written by Vivian Utko,Master Gardener Volunteer,Cornell Cooperative Extension of Westchester County
Slightly edited by Amy Albam, Community Educator, Cornell Cooperative Extension of Westchester County and
Gerald G. Giordano, Senior Horticulture Consultant, Cornell Cooperative Extension of Westchester County

The 2015 edition of Selected List of Vegetable Varieties for Gardeners in New
York State is available online at
http://blogs.cornell.edu/horticulture/files/2011/11/Vegetable-Varieties-list-20151ri7lyk.pdf or by contacting the Lewis County Cooperative Extension Office.
The varieties listed in this report should be well adapted for most home gardens
in New York State, offer relatively high quality, be dependable, possess disease
and insect resistance when possible, and have a relatively long harvest period.
Best of luck with your 2015 growing season.
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When you look at a lawn full of dandelions you either see a lot of weeds or hundreds of wishes.
The subject of dandelions can be divided three ways. You either hate them, love them, or ignore them.
If you are a person who hates them you
will probably spend hours weeding,
digging, stunting, and poisoning them.
They are a real nuisance to anyone that
loves their lawn and carefully manicures it
to look like a golf course. Chemical
companies make billions of dollars
claiming to rid your lawn of them. Insane
efforts to exterminate them are usually
met with watching dandelion puff balls
blow from the neighbor’s yard onto your
immaculate masterpiece.
All these
chemicals on our lawns can be harmful
to children, adults, and pets.
Dandelions are not native to the United States. In the past they were a highly regarded plant that was used
for medicine and food. Europeans believed they were a valuable plant and could not be left behind.
Even diehard dandelion haters like to see the first yellow blooms announcing that spring is finally here. The
greens are used in salads, fried up as fritters, pureed into pesto and dried for tea. Oil made from dandelion
flowers is warming and can be applied externally to relieve arthritis and other aches and pains. The sap
from the dandelion stems can be used topically on warts. Kids picking dandelions to make flower necklaces
should be wart free!
According to Mountain Rose Herbs: “Its leaves and root contain substantial levels of vitamins A, C, D, and B
complex as well as iron, magnesium, zinc, potassium, manganese, copper, choline, calcium, boron,
and silicon.”
Dandelion leaves and roots have diuretic properties and can be made into teas, tinctures, and poultices.
In traditional herbal medicine dandelion is used to treat acne, abscesses, sores, urinary dysfunction,
indigestion, and bronchitis.
Want to try some dandelion coffee? I am told that the roots brew up into a rich, dark taste similar to
coffee but without the caffeine. Like burdock, dandelion’s strong diuretic activity makes it an
inappropriate choice for someone with low blood pressure or excessive urination.* In case you are curious,
here is a recipe:



Hate them, love them, or try to ignore them,
dandelions look WONDERFUL to the people of the
North Country this spring!



*Before using any dandelion products, seek the
advice of your physician.
Source: CCE of Jefferson County, Horticulture News – MayJune 2014. Written by Rosey Taylor, Master Gardener


www.learningherbs.com
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Pests or Beneficial Insects?
More than 95 percent of insects that have been identified
are either harmless or beneficial to humans. They live in
an environment that is delicately balanced ecologically.
The term pest is not the name of an ecological niche, but is
more of a misunderstanding on the part of the human
species, who sometimes disrupt the balance of nature. For
example, the termite is much maligned. Its role in nature is
of the utmost importance. Termites feed primarily on dead wood and plant materials, breaking them down
and recycling nutrients for further plant growth. However, termites are classed as pests due to the occasions
in which they attempt to recycle our homes and buildings. Wasps are also considered an adversary and are
often feared. However, the larvae of parasitic wasps are important in balancing the populations of other
insects, such as caterpillars, leafhoppers, or cicadas. It is apparent that complete eradication of one insect
species may cause an increase in populations of others.
Many pest insects are food sources for birds and other insect feeding species. Therefore, a rapid decline of
insect populations could be followed by a decline of more desirable species. Of course, not all pests are
insects. Rodents, gophers, rattlesnakes, weeds, spiders and pigeons are a concern among homeowners,
though they also have a role in the ecological balance.
It is important to learn about our pestiferous neighbors and appreciate the role they play. However, we need
not compromise our own interests and invite them into our home. We want you to use this information to
learn how your home can be modified to exclude pests and make it less attractive to them. We can discourage
pests from bothering us without having to remove them completely and usually without using pesticides.
How can this benefit my home?
If done correctly, pest proofing your home is actually a long-term savings in pest management costs. Far too
often, the homeowner relies on pesticide treatments applied by a pest management professional or selfapplied through purchases of pesticides from a local nursery or home improvement center. A single
application very rarely corrects the problem so continuous multiple applications are necessary. Costs can
dramatically increase in this way and you may become frustrated by this approach. Simply excluding pests
from your home by following some general measures provided in this document will give you the best
approach to managing unwanted pests.
Another benefit of pest proofing homes and buildings is an improvement in energy efficiency of the building,
resulting in a welcome reduction in utility bills. Some pest management companies provide excellent pest
proofing services. The first step is to conduct a thorough inspection of your home.
General Measures for Keeping Out Pests… Inside Your Home
1. Screen all openings. Include screens (20 mesh or finer) on doors or windows that can be opened, and on
all ventilation openings. After maintain all screens in good repair. This stops the entry of many pests;
however, certain tiny pests, such as aphids and leafhoppers, can get through standard mesh screening.
The only way to deny entry to these small pests is to keep windows and doors closed.
2. Install door sweeps or thresholds at the base of all exterior entry doors. No light should penetrate
underneath exterior doors. The bottom of garage doors can be fitted with a rubber seal (not vinyl as it
performs poorly in cold weather). Sliding glass doors can be sealed by lining the bottom track with foam
weather stripping.
3. Door seals. Be sure to inspect all seals of doors including the tops and sides. This is especially true for
double doors that lack a central vertical support.
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4. Fill cracks. To exclude rodents, lizards and insects look for cracks around windows, doors and in fascia
boards. For small cracks use good quality silicone or acrylic latex caulk. Latex-type caulks clean up easily
with water and can be painted although they are less flexible than pure silicone. For larger openings, fill
with a strong material that matches the structure such as wood, cement, sheet rock or mortar.
5. All outside doors should be self-closing. Where this is not possible, a second screen door should be
installed. This is particularly important for areas of scorpion or snake activity.
6. Seal all utility openings. Include entry points of pipes and wires, around outdoor faucets, gas meters and
laundry vents. Cracks should be cleaned and any peeling material removed. The hole can then be filled
with a suitable sealant.
7. Repair leaky piping. This will reduce water availability to pests. Inspect plumbing regularly, as a problem
may not be apparent. Water damage can also weaken walls creating additional entryways.
8. Install wire mesh. Use 1\4 inch hardware cloth over the attic, roof, chimney and crawl space vents in order
to prevent entry of birds, bats, squirrels and rodents. Wear gloves when installing hardware cloth, as the
wire edges are extremely sharp. Mesh screens can also be installed around the base of portable
classrooms. The crawl spaces are attractive to many pests such as widow spiders, scorpions, cats and
rodents that may create further insect and health problems (e.g., fleas, ticks, lice, etc.).
9. Use airtight storage containers. Especially true for pet or human food. Certain small ants can gain access
into ordinary jars by following the thread. If in doubt, keep the food in the refrigerator or freezer.
10. Employ good sanitation procedures. Vacuum up all food crumbs; do not let soiled dishes sit out overnight.
Dust under kitchen appliances and clean pet food dishes.
General Measures for Keeping Out Pests… Outside Your Home
1. General yard clean up. Remove clutter, in particular leaves and grass clippings
from around the foundation and clean out window wells and drainage guttering.
Prune shrubs and tree limbs touching the house to eliminate entry points.
2. Use pest resistant trash receptacles. Lids should be self-closing with a tight seal.
Dumpsters must be steam cleaned frequently.
3. Pest proof your compost bin. A well-maintained compost bin will not attract pests into the area. Do not
compost any meats, fish, bones, oils, fatty foods or dog/cat manures. Burying food waste into the center
of the pile will reduce smells that attract pests. Ensure that each layer remains slightly damp and turn or
poke holes in the pile every week or two to discourage nesting. Harvest finished compost at the bottom of
the bin every three to six months. Avoid rodents and other small animals gaining access with a secure lid
and stop them from burrowing in by lining the bottom and sides of the bin with hardware cloth
(galvanized wire mesh).
4. Encourage birds and bats. They are excellent predators of pests. To persuade birds to take up residence in
your yard, plant trees or shrubs for nest sites, and provide a fresh water source. To encourage bats, put up
houses for bats to roost in during the day.
5. Plant flowers. This will help to encourage many beneficial insects. For example, the annual flower,
alyssum, attracts flower flies and tiny parasitic wasps. Wildflowers and native shrubs are an effective and
attractive addition to a yard.
6. Regular maintenance checks. This requires a specific “walk-around” to inspect areas of previous insect
activity and ensure all pest-proofing measures have remained intact.
Conclusion and More Information
People who choose not to tackle these activities can hire a professional landscape and/or pest management
firm to do it for them. Many companies offer pest proofing advice as part of their services.
Pest proofing will reduce almost all incidents but it is extremely difficult to create a fully secure completely bug
free area, nor is it necessary. In most cases, a vacuum cleaner or broom is the best response to the occasional
bug that wanders in from outdoors.
Source: http://www.extension.org; Authors: Dawn Gouge, Alison Stoltman, Jennifer Snyder and Carl Olson of the
University of Arizona
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Home canning is an excellent way to preserve
garden produce and share it with family and
friends, but it can be risky or even deadly if not
done correctly and safely.
It's almost summer, and home gardeners will
soon start to harvest the delicious produce
they've been growing this year. Did you know 1
in 5 U.S. households can their own food, and
65% of those households can vegetables? Home
canning is a great way to preserve your garden
goodies. But beware: if it's done the wrong way,
the vegetables you worked so hard for could
become contaminated by a germ that causes
botulism, a serious illness that can affect your
nerves, paralyze you, and even cause death.
Read on to learn about the symptoms and the safe way to can so you can protect yourself, your family, and
others when you share your home-canned goodies.
DON’T LET YOUR CANNED VEGGIES SPOIL
Follow these two tips to keep your canned vegetables safe and keep them from spoiling.
1. Use proper canning techniques.
Make sure your food preservation information is always current with up-to-date, scientifically tested
guidelines. Don't use outdated publications or cookbooks, even if they were handed down to you from trusted
family cooks.
2. Use the right equipment for the kind of foods that you are canning.
Always use a pressure canner. Pressure canning is the only recommended method for canning vegetables,
meat, poultry, and seafood. Pressure canning kills the germ that causes botulism when foods are processed at
the correct time and pressure in pressure canners.
Do not use boiling water canners because they will not protect against botulism poisoning.
MAKE YOUR HOME-CANNED VEGETABLES SAFE


Use a pressure canner.



Be sure the gauge of the pressure canner is accurate.



Use up-to-date process times and pressures for the kind of food, the size of jar, and the method of
packing food in the jar.

What is botulism?
Botulism is a rare, but serious illness caused by a germ called Clostridium botulinum. The germ is found in soil
and can survive, grow, and produce toxin in a sealed jar of food. This toxin can affect your nerves, paralyze
you, and even cause death. Even taking a small taste of food containing this toxin can be deadly.
Botulism is a medical emergency. If you have symptoms of foodborne botulism, seek medical care
immediately.
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Symptoms may include the following:


Double vision



Blurred vision



Drooping eyelids



Slurred speech



Difficulty swallowing



Dry mouth



Muscle weakness

Use proper canning techniques and equipment to make sure your canned vegetables are safe.
Protect yourself from botulism: When in doubt, throw it out!


Home-canned foods could be contaminated but look, smell and taste normal.
o





If there is any doubt about whether safe canning guidelines have been followed, do not eat the food.

Home-canned food might be contaminated if:
o

The container is leaking, bulging, or swollen

o

The container looks damaged, cracked, or abnormal

o

The container spurts liquid or foam when opened

o

The food is discolored, moldy, or smells bad

If you suspect home-canned food might be contaminated with the germs that cause botulism, throw
the food away.
If any of the food spills, wipe up the spill using a diluted bleach solution (1/4 cup bleach for each 2 cups of
water).


Never taste home-canned food to determine if it is safe. Do not taste or
eat foods from containers that are leaking, have bulges or are swollen,
or look damaged, cracked, or abnormal.



When you open a jar of home-canned food, thoroughly inspect the
food. Do not taste or eat foods that are discolored, moldy, or smell bad.
Do not eat food from a can that spurted liquid or foamed when it was
opened.



Do not open or puncture any unopened cans, commercial or homecanned, if you suspect contamination.

OUTBREAKS AND HOME-CANNED VEGETABLES
Home-canned vegetables are the most common cause of botulism
outbreaks in the United States. From 1996 to 2008, there were 116
outbreaks of foodborne botulism reported to CDC. Of the 48 outbreaks
that were caused by home-prepared foods, 18 outbreaks, or 38%, were
from home-canned vegetables. These outbreaks often occur because home canners did not follow canning
instructions, did not use pressure canners, ignored signs of food spoilage, and were unaware of the risk of
botulism from improperly preserving vegetables.
Source: www.cdc.gov
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While children are innately active beings who love to run, jump and play, childhood obesity has increased
100% since 1980. Why? Americans are busier than ever; our bodies are less active as our days become more
filled with activities, this includes our children.
Physical activity provides physical, mental and emotional benefits for everyone. Regular activity helps to build
strong bodies including bones, muscles, heart and lungs; improves both energy and sleep, provides for a
healthy weight, reduces the chance of type 2 diabetes all the while helping to improve self-esteem, academic
success and concentration. It also allows for the opportunity to have fun with building relationships with new
friends. It is recommended that children ages 6 years to 17 years get at least 60 minutes of physical activity on
most, if not all days of the week. This includes organized sports, household chores and daily activities like
walking to school, choosing the stairs over the elevator or taking a family bike ride after dinner.
While there are not set guidelines for ages 2-5, it is important that these young, curious and naturally active
children get regular activity each day, several times a day in short bursts. Activities for this age group should
be developmentally appropriate and meet their needs. As a parent, you play a crucial role in encouraging
activity in your child(ren). You are their role model and their leader.
Some fun ways to encourage activity as a family include:
• Fly a kite
• Dance to your favorite music
• Jump up and down (on a trampoline even)
• Go swimming or just splash around
(no pool, fill up the bath tub)
• You can also take a walk as a family, or go for a bike ride
• Go for a hike at a local park
• Make a promise to choose stairs or elevators
when possible
• Walk or bike to school when safe and appropriate
• Purchase toys that encourage activity such as kites,
bubbles, balls and jump ropes
Physical activity is not a chore, it’s a fun part of your day!
Source: http://freshbaby.com/healthy_eating
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Discipline should be:
 FIRM: Consequences should be clearly stated and then adhered to when the
inappropriate behavior occurs.
 FAIR: The punishment should fit the crime. Also in the case of recurring behavior,
consequences should be stated in advance so the child knows what to expect. Harsh
punishment is not necessary. Using a simple Time Out can be effective when it is used
consistently every time the behavior occurs. Also, use of reward for a period of time like
part of a day or a whole day when no Time Outs or maybe only one Time Out is received.
 FRIENDLY: Use a friendly but firm communication style when letting a children know they have behaved
inappropriately and let them know they will receive the “agreed upon” consequence. Encourage them to
try to remember what they should do instead to avoid future consequences. Work at “catching them
being good” and praise them for appropriate behavior.
http://parentingtoday.com
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Stress is inevitable; we can't avoid it. In fact, it can be argued that stress is the
spice of life. Without some stress, life would be dull, indeed. Major life events
- the birth of a child, the death of a parent, relocation or retirement - can
increase stress. Some of these events are positive and some are negative. Too
many major events in a short period of time can lead to stress overload.
Likewise, daily strains such as rush hour traffic and cranky children can pile up
and raise our stress level to the danger zone.
Daily strains and major life events are called stressors. Stressors trigger a
stress reaction but do not necessarily cause stress.
Each individual has a different stress reaction to a particular stressor depending on:


the way the stressor is perceived



the level of control that is felt



the individual's ability to cope

For example, one parent may perceive a child's defiance as a personal affront, while another parent may see
the same behavior as a normal part of development. The parent who takes defiance personally may
experience strong emotions, including stress.
Some coping techniques are not helpful. Some parents fight. They argue, yell, hit, or throw things. Others
withdraw. They sulk, oversleep, overeat, watch too much television, or get drunk. Healthy coping techniques
that enable us to adapt to and regain control of a stressful situation are helpful.
Some effective coping techniques include:


talking about a problem



using a step-by-step problem solving approach



asking for help



building a support network of family and friends

HERE ARE SOME STRESS
MANAGEMENT TIPS FOR PARENTS
BECOME AWARE OF YOUR STRESS SYMPTOMS
There are many physical, emotional and behavioral
warning signs when stress strikes. You may have an upset
stomach or a headache. You may feel angry or lonely. You
may procrastinate or take medication. Some people have
typical stress reactions like migraine headaches. When
you notice these symptoms, ask yourself, "Why am I
stressed out?"
IDENTIFY AND CLARIFY STRESSORS
After recognizing stress and its symptoms, try to determine what's triggering the stress reaction. Try to look at
stressors rationally and decide (a) whether or not there is a problem and (b) how much control you actually
have. For example, you may have real concern but little control over grandfather's terminal illness. Continuing
to be upset and stressed out by his illness is not helpful. What you can control is how you spend your
remaining time with him.
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REDUCE TENSION AND RELIEVE PRESSURE
When stress strikes and you feel like lashing out or running away, STOP. Don't do something you'll regret later
or will cause you greater stress. And don't take it out on your family. Try these stress breakers instead.


Take time out. Put your child in a safe area and go to another room for a few minutes. Breathe deeply
and deliberately for a count of five.



Count to 10 or 100. Or recite the alphabet backwards.



Take a chill pill. Put an ice cube in your mouth, apply a cool washcloth to your face or drink a tall glass
of cold water.



Set aside time for yourself. Forget what you "should" be doing and do what you want to do: read, write
letters, watch a favorite television program, take a bubble bath.

TAKE CARE OF YOURSELF
Fatigue, caffeine, smoking, alcohol and overeating can increase the intensity of your stress symptoms. Take a
look at your daily habits and try to make the following changes:


Reduce consumption of caffeine-packed
coffee, tea, cola and chocolate



Drink alcohol in moderation



Reduce sugar intake



Eliminate smoking



Maintain desirable weight



Eat a variety of foods in a balanced diet



Exercise regularly



Get sufficient sleep



Take time to pursue personal interests

MAKE A COMMITMENT TO CHANGE
In addition to changing your daily health habits, you may want to make other changes to reduce stress. Here
are some changes that can help parents.
Change your attitude. Nobody's perfect, so why try to be? Avoid unrealistic expectations for yourself, your
spouse and your children.
Get yourself organized. Learn to manage your time more effectively and to do household tasks more
creatively. Enlist the cooperation of your spouse and children.
Make realistic plans to solve major worries like financial problems. Inject a little humor and fun into family life.
It's a great antidote to stress.
When stress strikes - and it will - parents must be prepared to cope effectively to reduce its impact on the
family. Chronic or overwhelming stress can ruin relationships, health and our ability to parent.
Source: http://ccetompkins.org; Tim Jahn, Human Development Specialist, Cornell Cooperative Extension of Suffolk
County. Parent Pages was developed by Cornell Cooperative Extension of Suffolk County.

~Stress~
A state of mental or emotional strain or tension
resulting from adverse or very demanding circumstances.
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Want to save money this summer for vacation expenses or other
financial goals? Consider these summer savings tips. Each one
provides a small step toward improved cash flow by reducing
household expenses.
FOOD
 Stock up on seasonal produce (e.g., blueberries) at
reduced prices and freeze it for later use
 Plant a garden to grow fruits, vegetables, and herbs inexpensively
 Pack lunches and snacks for vacation day trips instead of eating out at restaurants
 Use coupons in newspapers and magazines to save money on restaurant meals
TRAVEL
 Take advantage of discounts for AAA and AARP members and coupons in local
travel guides
 Contact state tourism departments for free vacation guidebooks with moneysaving coupons
 Make sure that your tires are properly inflated and your engine tuned to
maximize fuel economy during vacation trips
 Follow "The Rule of Three" and compare at least three airlines, rental car
companies, and/or hotels on vacation trips
UTILITIES
 Dry clothing outdoors to save on energy bills or laundromat charges
 Use fans, instead of air conditioners, to cool your home
 Have your oil or propane tank filled now, instead of the fall, to save on fuel costs
 Replace an aging air conditioner with an energy efficient model; inquire about
rebates from your electric company
 Water your lawn at night; you'll use less water than during the day because
there is less evaporation
OTHER
 Plant trees or use window treatments to shade your house from the sun
 Check out neighborhood garage sales and flea markets for inexpensive clothing,
housewares, and tools
 Wash your own car instead of taking it to the car wash
 Take advantage of free or low-cost public services including outdoor concerts,
pools, parks, and summer recreation programs
 Use moth balls or cedar blocks to protect winter clothing from damage
Source: njaes.rutgers.edu; Barbara O'Neill, Ph.D., CFP® ; Extension Specialist in Financial Resource
Management; Rutgers Cooperative Extension, July 2013
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WHAT DOES THIS MEAN FOR ME?
Getting your home ready for warmer temperatures can
help you save money and energy all summer long!
Flowers are blooming, temperatures are steadily
climbing, and bunny rabbits have infiltrated the
neighborhoods. These are all sure signs that spring is
here and summer is not far behind. There may be a few
lingering rain showers, but it's still time to get your home
ready for summer. Just like your summer clothes need to
be dusted off and prepared for the hot days ahead, your
house does, too!
GET READY FOR STORMS
Designing a landscape around your climate is key to maximizing energy
Check your roof flashing, caulking, and shingles for any
-savings. Photo courtesy of iStockphoto.com/RiverNorthPhotography
damage. Flashing should be sealed with approved
roofing sealant. Also inspect the caulking and weather-stripping around doors and windows to ensure your home
is air sealed to prevent moisture and heat from entering your home.
PREPARE FOR HEAT
Be prepared for summer temperatures by showing your air conditioner some TLC. Maintaining your air
conditioner will save you money by extending the unit’s life. First check the filters; clogged, dirty filters block
normal airflow and reduce efficiency. Replacing a dirty, clogged filter with a clean one can lower your air
conditioner's energy consumption by 5% to 15%. Also keep your air conditioner evaporator coils clean. . If you
have a split system, clean debris and leaves from the fan, compressor, and condenser. Also change the
direction of your ceiling fan so that it spins counter clockwise. A ceiling fan will allow you to raise the
thermostat setting about 4°F with no reduction in comfort.
To keep your home cool, consider limiting use of the oven, and use a microwave or an outdoor grill instead.
Installing efficient lighting that needs less energy can also help keep room temperatures cooler. Only about
10% to 15% of the electricity that incandescent lights consume results in light—the rest is turned into heat. Buy
energy efficient lighting like LEDs or CFLs instead!
PLAN FOR LANDSCAPING
Warmer temperatures mean it's time to get your hands dirty (with soil, that is). A well-designed landscape can
not only add beauty to your home, it can also reduce your heating and cooling costs. Carefully positioned trees
can save up to 25% of the energy a typical household uses, and on average a well-designed landscape saves
enough energy to pay for itself in less than eight years!
Make sure you are landscaping for your climate zone and microclimate. Understanding your climate zone can
help you determine the best energy-saving landscaping strategies for your home.
STRATEGIZE FOR DAILY COMFORT AND EFFICIENCY
You can keep your home cool and comfortable all summer long without guzzling electricity. Purchase a
programmable thermostat to automatically set back the temperature when you are not at home. Dry your
clothes outside in the summer sunshine rather than your dryer to save on energy costs. Keep blinds and
curtains closed on south-facing windows during the day to reduce solar heat gain.
The summer brings longer days, barbeques, and tan lines, but it can also mean higher energy costs. Make sure
your home is ready and start saving energy and money! Want more tips? Check out other spring and summer
energy-saving tips on Energy Saver (http://energy.gov/energysaver/energy-saver).
Source: http://energy.gov
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2015 Upcoming Calendar Dates
June 4, 11, 18; July 2, 9 & 16; August 6, 13 & 20, 2015

Stone Soup Dinners

May 30 – October 24 (Saturday’s)

Lowville Farmers Market

June-October (Tuesday’s)

Lyons Falls Farmers Market

June-October (Thursday’s)

Lewis County General Hospital Farmers Market

July 21-25, 2015

Lewis County Fair
~See Page 3 For More Information~

“The listing of any organization in this publication is strictly for informational purposes only and does not constitute an endorsement by Cornell Cooperative Extension of any of the products or services that may be offered
by the organization.” This material is sent six times per year for your information as part of the program for Community and Family Education by Cooperative Extension. For further program details, contact or visit our
office which is open from 8:00 am to 4:30 pm Monday through Friday. Please feel free to contact us at any time by telephone at 315-376-5270; by fax at 315-376-5281; or by e-mail at lewis@cornell.edu. You may
also visit our web site at http://counties.cce.cornell.edu/lewis/.
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Always do your best. What you
plant now, you will harvest later.
-Og Mandino

